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ABSTRACT
This thesis intends to contribute to the computational methods for wave propagations. We
review an implicit time integration method, the Bathe method, that remains stable without
the use of adjustable parameters when the commonly used trapezoidal rule results in
unstable solutions. We then focus on additional important attributes of the scheme. We
present dispersion properties of the Bathe method and show that its desired characteristics
for structural dynamics are also valuable for wave propagation problems. A dispersion
analysis using the CFL number is given and the solution of some benchmark problems
show that the scheme is a method for general use for structural dynamics and wave
propagations. Finally, we propose a new explicit time integration method for the analysis of
wave propagation problems. The scheme has been formulated using a sub-step within a
time step to achieve desired numerical damping to suppress undesirable spurious
oscillations of high frequencies. With the optimal CFL number, the method uses about 10%
more solution effort as the standard central difference scheme but significantly improves
the solution accuracy and a non-diagonal damping matrix can directly be included. The
stability, accuracy and numerical dispersion are analyzed, and solutions to problems are
given that illustrate the performance of the scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the solutions of structural dynamics and transient wave propagation problems, direct
time integration with finite elements is widely used and can be categorized into two groups:
explicit and implicit methods. The method is explicit unless the solution procedure requires
factorization of the "effective stiffness" matrix, in which case it is implicit [1-3].
In general, each method type has its own advantages and disadvantages. Implicit methods
can be designed to have unconditional stability, so that the time step size can be selected
solely based on the characteristics of the problem at hand. However, implicit methods
require much larger computational costs per time step than explicit methods do, since
explicit methods can be designed to require only vector calculations with the diagonal mass
matrix. However, an explicit method can only be conditionally stable. Hence, explicit
methods can be very effective when the time step size required by the stability limit is
either greater than or not much less than that required to describe the problem, as in wave
propagation analyses, for example [1-5].
However, the solutions of the transient wave propagation using the above procedures may
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deteriorate due to dissipation and dispersion errors, which are caused by spatial and
temporal discretization [1]. Spurious oscillations, especially for high wave numbers, ruin
the accuracy of the solution [6-11]. These oscillations are from dispersion error, which is
also related to Gibb's phenomenon or pollution effect. As a wave travels, the errors from
the difference between numerical wave velocities and physical wave velocity accumulate,
also affecting the dissipation error by dispersing the wave, whereby the solution becomes
more erroneous.
Hence, there has been a considerable effort to reduce the dispersion errors. First, by
improving spatial discretization, dispersion errors can be reduced. Most straightforwardly, a
fine.mesh with a very small time step size can be used. This strategy requires that the time
step be selected carefully, depending on the element size; otherwise, the solution errors
remain large, even with a fine mesh [1, 12, 13]. Different types of higher-order spatial
discretization [14-24] may be used to improve the solution accuracy. However, the use of
higher-order spatial discretization can be very computationally expensive and may not have
the generalizability of the traditional finite element procedures using low order elements.
The errors from spatial and temporal discretization appear concurrently, and they affect
each other in the solutions of transient wave propagation. Dispersion errors from spatial
discretization, temporal discretization, and the coupled influence of both discretization
errors have been analyzed for some cases [25-30]. Analyses of these errors have led to the
12
use of linear combinations of consistent and lumped mass matrices [26, 31-35]. By
balancing the effect of the consistent and lumped mass matrices, these approaches may
considerably reduce the dispersion error in one dimensional analysis. However, by this
technique alone, good accuracy in general higher dimensional wave propagation problems
is difficult to achieve.
Other approaches have been introduced to minimize dispersion errors. These use the mass
and stiffness matrix from the modified integration rule [30, 35, 36] and shift the numerical
integration points from conventional Gauss or Gauss-Lobatto integration points in the
calculation of mass and stiffness matrices. However, different integration rules than those
commonly used have been proposed, and these rules may also depend on the material
properties, which renders these approaches impractical.
To improve the solution of wave propagation problems, another category of approaches
have been introduced that filters the resulted spurious modes. First, to minimize spurious
oscillations by pre/post-processing, a digital filter [37] and time integration for the filtering
stage [35, 38] have been introduced. However, the filters are only applicable to specific
points in space and time. Hence, these techniques do not lend themselves to analyses
requiring a solution for all times and over the complete solution domain, for example, for
making a movie of the calculated displacements and stresses.
13
Numerical dissipations are used in many direct time integration methods to improve the
solution by suppressing high frequency spurious wave modes [1, 2, 39, 40]. Using this
strategy, accurate solutions are difficult since the introduced numerical dissipation should
be large enough to suppress the high frequency spurious waves, while good accuracy for
the low frequency waves should be simultaneously ensured. However, this approach can be
very effective since the solution procedure does not require any additional computational
cost and can be used for structural dynamics and wave propagation problems in a uniform
manner.
A number of implicit time integration methods have been proposed, the trapezoidal rule and
the alpha methods are now being the most commonly used [1, 41]. As is well known, the
trapezoidal rule is unconditionally stable in linear analysis, second-order accurate, and,
regarding time integration errors, shows no amplitude decay and acceptable period
elongation [1]. However, the dispersion errors in the high frequency modes may ruin the
solutions significantly in the wave propagation analysis since the trapezoidal rule is non-
dissipative. Moreover, the method may become unstable in nonlinear analyses, in which
case momentum and energy are clearly increased. Hence, researchers have sought more
effective time integration schemes.
To introduce some damping into a time integration method, adjustable parameters are
employed, and this approach has been used in the design of the alpha methods [41]. In these
methods, the parameters have to be selected based on the characteristics of the problem
14
solved. Since inappropriate parameters may result, adjustable parameters itself may render
the approach ineffective.
Recently, the Bathe method [42-44] has been presented and shown to result in remarkably
accurate solutions by having damping properties to limit the solution error for physical
wave modes, and by almost discarding the high spurious modes [45]. With its optimal CFL
number, the method results in very small numerical dispersion error in all the participating
wave modes by practically eradicating the high spurious modes, which cannot be well
represented spatially. Furthermore, the capabilities in structural dynamics and unconditional
stability render the Bathe method very attractive as a general method for structural
dynamics and wave propagation problems [42-46].
Among explicit methods, the central difference method is still the most widely used scheme.
It has the highest stability limit of any second-order accurate explicit method [47, 48]. The
central difference method uses a matrix factorization for systems with a non-diagonal
damping matrix [49, 50]. However, since the central difference method is a non-dissipative
method, the solution accuracy can be ruined by the dispersion errors in the high frequency
modes.
The development of dissipative explicit methods has been heavily pursued [51], and
schemes have been presented by Newmark [52], Chung and Lee [3], Zhai [53], Hulbert and
Chung [4] and Tchamwa and Wielgosz [54]. The Tchamwa-Wielgosz method, Newmark
15
explicit method, and the Zhai explicit scheme with high-frequency dissipation are only first
order accurate, and the latter two decrease the solution accuracy in the low frequency
domain.. Comparative studies [55, 56] show that the remaining dissipative explicit methods
are second-order accurate but often provide less accurate solutions than the Tchamwa-
Wielgosz method.
This thesis presents a study of the Bathe method for structural dynamics and wave
propagation problems, demonstrating that the characteristics that the Bathe method
possesses are valuable, and then presents a novel and improved explicit time integration
method for wave propagation analysis. In Chapter 2, the characteristics of the Bathe
method in linear structural dynamics are reviewed and discussed. In Chapter 3, the
properties of the Bathe method in the solution of wave propagation problems are analyzed.
In Chapter 4, based on Chapters 2 and 3, a new explicit time integration method for wave
propagation for significantly improved solutions is proposed. We note that most of the
presented content in this thesis is similar (and in parts identical) to that published in their
previous papers [44, 45, 57]
16
Chapter 2
A review of an implicit time integration
scheme in structural dynamics
This Chapter comprises a study of the Bathe method in structural dynamics, comparing its
performance with the trapezoidal rule and two additional members of the Newmark family
of methods that may be considered for solutions. First, the basic equations of the Bathe are
briefly reviewed and some basic properties of the time integration method are presented.
Then, the scheme is applied, along with the other methods, in the solution of a simple linear
"model problem" to illustrate some important and valuable properties of the method,
increasing insight into the method [44].
2.1. The basic equations of the Bathe method
The governing finite element equations, in linear analysis, to be solved are
MU+CLJ+KU=R , (2.1)
17
with initial conditions where U and R are the nodal values of the solution and the vector
of externally applied nodal forces, and M, C, K are the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices, respectively. The time integration scheme obtains the solutions at time t +At
using some previously calculated solution variables up to time t, with the predefined time
step size At.
In the Bathe method, the complete time step At
The trapezoidal rule is used in the first sub-step,
Euler backward method is employed. The resulting
consists of two equal-length sub-steps.
and in the second sub-step the 3-point
equations are
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
t+At/2 t + t+&/20
4
tt2 U='U + At ('U+ I+A/2Uj) ,
1 4
t+At 1-U - 4 t+At/2 U+ 
- t+U,
At At At
0 
-t- 4 t+&12 fj + ' t+Afj
At At At
(2.5)
18
and
Equations (2.2) to (2.5), with the equilibrium at time t + At /2 and t + At, result in the
time-stepping equations as
16 + C+K t+At/2 U = t+A/2 ,
At 2  At )
t+At/2g A I+At/2R M( 16 'U+ I 'U+' + C 4 'U'U,At 2  At ( AtcU+t0
t+AtI9 3 t+AtI2R ± M+A CA6t
9 3( M+ C+K) ' RU='*NR,
At2 At
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
I+At ft+tR +M 12 t+A/ 2 U- 3 4U+ 1.4At 2 At 2 At At
+C 4 t+At/2U - t 1U. (2.9)) yAt At)
Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) are used successively for each time step to solve for the required
solution over the complete time domain considered with the initial conditions
corresponding to initial time known. Prior to the time integration, a time step At is
defined, and the "effective stiffness matrices" defined in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) are factorized.
For each time step, the calculation of the effective load vectors and forward-reductions and
back-substitutions are performed [1].
19
where
and
Table 2-1 Step-by-step solution using the Bathe integration method
A. Initial calculation
1. Form stiffness matrix K , mass matrix M, and damping matrix C
2. Initialize U, I and U.
3. Select time step At and calculate integration constants:
16 4 9 3
a- 2' a==-; a 2 - a =-
At At At At
12 a 3 1
a 4 = 2a; a =- At2' a7  At
4. Form effective stiffness matrices K1 and K 2 :
KI =K+aoM+a 1C; K 2=K+a 2M+a 3C
5. Triangularize K1 and K Ki = L D Lj; K2 = L2 D2 L .
B. For each time step:
<First sub-step>
1. Calculate effective loads at time t + At / 2:
St 2R + M(aO U + a4 'jJ +t) + C (a'U+'U)
2. Solve for displacements at time t + At /2:
LDLI t+Ati2U =t+At2
3. Calculate velocities at time t + At / 2:
t+At2 = aI (+AI 2 U -'U) -'U
4. If required, evaluate accelerations at time t + At / 2:
t+At/2U = ai(t+A2 U -'U) 
-'U
<Second sub-step>
1. Calculate effective loads at time t + At:
tAt R + M(a 't/2U+ a'U+ a'+At/2U+a'U) + C (a t+At/2U a,'U)
2. Solve for displacements at time t + At / 2:
L2 D2L t+AtU = t+At
3. Calculate velocities and accelerations at time t + At /2:
t+t 
_a7tu  t+AN2 U+a3+ U
t+Atp =- a 7 ii - ''/ +A/j'
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The same effective stiffness matrix in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.8) may be advantageous to use in
linear analysis. The same effective stiffness matrix is achieved by using the value
(2- vU2) At instead of 1/2 At in splitting the full time step At, (see ref. [42]). In that
case, the equilibrium equations are considered at time t + (2- l)At , and only one
factorization of an effective stiffness matrix is required. In addition, less memory is needed
if the matrix can be kept in-core.
On the other hand, in nonlinear analysis, the use of the different effective stiffness matrices
in each sub-step does not increase the solution effort. This is because, in nonlinear analysis,
Newton-Raphson iterations are used with new tangent stiffness matrices in each iteration.
The resulting solution procedure of the Bathe method is summarized in Table 2.1.
2.2. The stability and accuracy properties
Some properties of the method can be analyzed through the following equation [1]:[t±At .. t~
t+At ' = t i +Lat+A1 2'r+Lbt'At'r , (2.9)
t+At t d
where A is the integration approximation and La and Lb are load operators.
21
-4wAt(24 + 7cAt)
-4At(-12 + W2At2)
4At 2 (7+ 2 coAt)
+1(-288 4{ 2At 2 - 144wAt + 5 3)At 3 + 48 2coAt)
14 - CO 2At 2 - 8 c3At'3 - 24{wAt
At(144-5 2 At 2 +80{At +16 2w2 At 2 )
C2 (245wAt + 19w 2At 2 -144)
C2At(-96 - 245wAt + 2A2) 2
-19 2At 2 + 144 + 168 cAt + 48$2 2 At 2 -25c3At3
-4ctAt(24 + 7coAt)
La = A8 4At(-12+ 2At2)
4At 2 (7+2 coAt)
9
Lb= 13 At
2 At2
pA =16+8{wAt +c 2 At 2 ; , 2 = 9+6 cAt + L2 At 2 ,
co and are the natural frequency and the damping ratio, respectively. The spectral radii
of various methods for case = 0 are shown in Fig. 2-1.
22
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
with
(2.13)
p(A)
0
0
0
0
1V 10- 10- 100 10 102 10*
At / To
Figure 2-1 Spectral radii of approximation operators, case = 0, for various methods;
p(A)=1.0 for the Newmark trap. rule and when a =1/2,5=1/2 in the Newmark
method
The equations used in the Newmark schemes are [1]
(2.14)U+Ii 'j+ [(I-8)'U +,5'1+Ut At
and
t+A U='U+'tAt+ (--a) ' +a '+AJ At2
w 2
where the parameters a and 9 used are given in Fig. 2-1.
(2.15)
An important point is that the Bathe method gives the value of p(A) almost 1.0 up to
At / T 0.1, and the value rapidly decreases thereafter. This shows a very desirable
23
.8
.6-
- Bathe
- Euler 3-point backward
Houbolt
.2 - Wison (9 = 1.4)
- Newmark (trap. rule)
Newmark (a =1/2, 8 = 1/2)
Newmark (a = 3/10, = 11/20)
1
property of time integration since it indicates unconditional stability, highly accurate
integrations up to At / T is 0.1, and, thereafter, strong numerical damping in the response
for which At / T is larger than about 0.3. It is observed that the use of 2- NT instead of
1/2 for the splitting of the time step results in practically the same curve of p(A). The
properties of the method for the various splitting ratios are discussed in Appendix Al.
The amplitude decays and period elongations are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3,
respectively, which show the accuracy properties of the scheme. Very small amplitude
decay and period elongation are observed in the Bathe method for reasonable time step
values. For example, the solution accuracy for period calculations in the Bathe method with
At / T = 0.1 is similar to that of the trapezoidal rule with At / T = 0.07.
Moreover, the numerical damping shown by its spectral radii (Fig. 2-1) results in improved
stability characteristics in nonlinear analyses [42, 43]. Section 2.3 presents a discussion of
the importance of this numerical damping, which is very small for reasonable At / T
values and is large for large At / T values, in linear structural dynamics analysis.
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C
0
cc
Cn
C
0
w
0
0-
4)
0)
cc
4)
0
30 F
25
20
15
10
5
0
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Figure 2-2 Percentage period elongations for various methods
30f
C0
25
0
20
0
15
(D
CD
a. 5
0
0 0.05 0.1
At / TI)
0.15 0.2
Percentage amplitude decays for various methods; results for Newmark
(trapezoidal rule) and Newmark (a =I / 2, t =1 / 2) are identical
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- Bathe
- Euler 3-point backward
Hiouoi
- Wilson (e = 1.4)
- Newmark (trap. rule)
Newmark (a =1/2, 8 = 1/2)
- Newmark (a = 3/10, 8 = 11/20)
- Bathe
- Euler 3-point backward
MOUDOIT
- Wilson (0 = 1.4)
- Newmark (trap. rule)
Newmark (x =1/2, 8 = 1/2)
- Newmark (a = 3/10, 8 = 11/20)
Figure 2-3
2.3. A demonstrative solution
This Section considers the solution of a simple three degree-of-freedom spring system, as
shown in Fig. 2-4, to deepen insight into the Bathe method. Since the prescribed
displacements are applied on node 1 over time, as given in Figure 2-4, the governing
equation for the unknown displacements u2 and u3 is
[M2 0] [Z:] + [k k2 k2] EU2] = [kIUI], (2.16)
0 M3 i3 _-k2 k2 .U3 0
where the reaction becomes
A = MAu +kAu - kIU2 .(2.17)
Ri
U1 = sin WP t U2 U3
Figure 2-4 Model problem of three degrees of freedom spring system
k, =10 7, k2 =1, mI =0, m 2 =1, m3 =1, o, =1.2
Note that this very simple problem is used as a "model problem" to represent a much more
complex structural system that includes the stiff and flexible parts. For example, the left
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very stiff spring in the model problem represents almost rigid connections or penalty
factors used, while the right flexible spring is used to represent the flexible parts of the
complex structural model.
An important point is that the almost rigid parts in the complex model, which are frequently
idealized by artificially stiff truss or beam elements, play an important role; however, the
detailed response within these parts should not frequently be included in the overall system
response. This is because, in practice, the highly stiff parts have often no physical meaning,
simply being used to provide constraints. Hence, a response that corresponds to very high
artificial frequencies would not be included in a mode superposition analysis.
The stiff spring could be idealized as a rigid link reducing the system to only two degrees
of freedom. However, in practice, such stiff elements are varied in many parts of complex
finite element models and may not be reducible. The system in Fig. 2-4 is used as a "model
system" to study the behavior of the numerical solution for such complex structural systems
when obtained by the direct integration schemes.
As must typically be done in a complex many degrees-of-freedom structural analysis, zero
initial conditions for the displacements and velocities at nodes 2 and 3 are used, and the
system is solved for the response over 10 seconds. For the solution, the time integrations
are applied to Eq. (2.16), and the reaction is calculated using Eq. (2.17).
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Figure 2-5 Displacement of node 2 for various methods
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Figure 2-6 Displacement of node 3 for various methods
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Figure 2-7 Velocity of node 2 for various methods (the static correction gives the nonzero
velocity at time = 0.0)
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Figure 2-8 Velocity of node 3 for various methods
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In addition, the time step used is At = 0.2618; therefore we have At / T) = 0.05,
At / Ti = 0.0417, and At / T2 = 130.9, where T1, T2 and Tp are the natural periods of
the system in Eq. (2.17) and the period of the prescribed motion at node 1, respectively.
The calculated solutions are given in Figures 2-5 to 2-13. In these figures, we also give a
"reference solution," which is obtained in a mode superposition solution, using only the
lowest frequency mode plus the static correction as is typically done in a practical analysis
for a many degrees-of-freedom model (of course, in practice, the number of low frequency
modes used depends on the problem at hand) [1].
The calculated responses given in the figures indicate that the Bathe method performs very
well while others provide inaccurate solutions, in particular for the acceleration at node 2
and the reaction. The trapezoidal rule shows "practically" instability in the calculation of
the reactions and accelerations, (see Fig. 2-12). On the other hand, the Bathe method
calculates the solutions very accurately without the adjustment of any parameter. Only for
the first time step is there an "undershoot" as shown in Figs. 2-10 and 2-13 while, of course,
this undershoot can also be removed by setting the initial conditions to excite only the
physical mode. (See Appendix A2 for details). The important point to note is that the
method performs as a mode superposition analysis is performed: it does not include the
high frequency mode to the total responses, which is artificial due to modeling, so that the
calculated response becomes accurate.
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Figure 2-9 Acceleration of node 2 for various methods
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Figure 2-10 Acceleration of node 2 for various methods
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Figure 2-11 Acceleration of node 3 for various methods
This feature of the method is valuable for practical analyses, and valid for both linear and
nonlinear analysis. Only a simple model problem was considered in order to focus on the
essence of the characteristics of the method; however, the same conclusions can be applied
solving a large finite element models in practical analysis.
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2.4. Concluding remarks
Complex finite element systems with flexible and very stiff parts are frequently used in
practice, where the stiff part may only model constraints. In solutions with appropriately
chosen time step size, the direct time integration methods are used for all coupled degrees
of freedom over the time domain.
In this Chapter, the performance of the Bathe method is studied for structural dynamics. In
particular, to represent the essence of such complex flexible/stiff systems, we considered a
simple two degree-of-freedom "model problem" to study the numerical solutions using the
trapezoidal rule, two other direct time integration schemes from the Newmark family of
methods, and the Bathe method.
The response from the Bathe method was obtained as in a mode superposition analysis.
Numerical damping properties in the Bathe method damped out the artificial high
frequency modes so that it is not included as errors in the solutions. As is desired in practice,
only the physical mode that is excited is accurately included in the response together with
the static correction in the solution of the Bathe method.
On the other hand, the other methods used, and in particular the trapezoidal rule, provided
inaccurate solutions. Although numerical damping is included in one Newmark method, the
solution errors are large.
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Here, to focus on the essence of desired properties of time integration in structural
dynamics, the study was deliberately limited to not include time integration techniques for
which numerical parameters need to be chosen, such as the alpha-method [41]. We believe
that the simple "model problem" considered in this Chapter would be valuable to analyze
the other procedures for structural dynamics.
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Chapter 3
On an implicit time integration scheme in
the analysis of the wave propagations
In this Chapter, the Bathe method for wave propagation problems is discussed, and it is
shown how the desired properties for structural dynamics can also be valuable for wave
propagation problems. Dispersion properties of the Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule
with linear spatial discretization for 1 -D and 2-D cases are studied. Based on the dispersion
analysis, it is demonstrated that the scheme's properties, which are valuable for structural
dynamics, can be valuable for wave propagations; subsequently, the performances of the
scheme, with the trapezoidal rule, are evaluated through numerical examples.
3.1. A dispersion analysis
This Section offers an analysis of dispersion errors resulting from spatial discretization
coupled with temporal discretization of the Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule. These
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dispersion errors can be analyzed by employing the scalar wave governed by
a2u
t2 -c V2u =0 , (3.1)
where u is the field variable and c, is the wave velocity. Here, the main consideration is
the dispersion associated with the propagations of disturbances; therefore, body forces are
not considered. The associated finite element approximation system gives
Mt+c KU= 0, (3.2)
where K and M are the stiffness and mass matrices, and for element (m) with volume
M(M) = f H(m)T H(m) dVC"),
KC") = f,(.) (VHm) )T (VH(m)) dV(m),
(3.3)
(3.4)
and H(m) and U are the shape function matrix and the discretized field variable,
respectively.
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Eqs. (2.2)-(2.5) with Eq. (3.2) at time t , t + At / 2 and t + At can be rewritten in a linear
multistep form representing the Bathe method as
(72M + 8c At2K) 'U + (-144M + 5c2At2K)t+At/2U
+(72M+5c At2K)tu=0. (3.5)
c0AtUsing the definition of the CFL number, CFL = 4, where h is the "characteristic
h
length" of a finite element (or fundamental length used) [1], Eq. (3.5) becomes
(72M + 8YK)'±I'U + (-144M + 57 K)t +AN2 U
+(72M+5 7 K)'U = 0, (3.6)
where y = CFL2 h2 .
For the Newmark method, using the equilibrium at time t - At, t and t + At, and Eqs.
(2.14) and (2.15), and the same equations for the solution at time t, we get the linear
multistep form of the Newmark method (for the case S = 1/ 2) as
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(M + ac At2K)''U + (-2M+ (1- 2a)c At2K) U
+(M+ac At2K)'-"U =0
or
(M+ ayK)'±U + (-2M + (1- 2a)y K)U
+ (M + ayK) ' T U = 0.
With a =1/ 4, the equations for the Newmark trapezoidal rule are obtained. The above
equations may indicate that the computational cost in the Bathe method is twice that used in
the Newmark method, since in the Bathe method, the solution at the half step is used;
however, as demonstrated in Section 3.2, this is not the case when solutions of optimal
accuracy are sought.
3.1.1. A dispersion error analysis in the ID case
The general solutions of Eq. (3.1) have the form of A el(kox"t) in the 1 -D case, where co
is the frequency of a wave mode and ko = coo / co is the corresponding wave number. A
wave mode of an approximated system takes the form [30]
(3.9)',u = Ake' (k-o')
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(3.7)
(3.8)
where c> and k = co / c are the approximated (numerical) frequency and the
corresponding wave number, respectively. The approximated wave speed c is different
from the exact wave speed co. In addition, the difference is a function of the wave number;
therefore, this difference results in artificial dispersion. In addition, for unconditionally
stable implicit methods, the amplitude of the numerically calculated wave typically
decreases due to its numerical damping [1]. The Newmark trapezoidal rule is an exception
since the scheme does not possess any numerical damping. In the following Sections, it is
demonstrated that the damping properties in the Bathe method enable remarkably accurate
solutions.
Considering a regular mesh with nodes equally spaced by Ax along the x axis, the
solutions to the approximated system at time t + nAt and location x + nxAx become
ntAt k ei(knxAx-wnAt)
k eikAx(n,-n(CFL)(c/co)) (3.10)
where the subscript and superscript denote the nodal value at nAx and time nAt.
For the 2-node element, the corresponding mass matrix M and stiffness matrix K of the
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finite element equations are
(2
1
MAx0M=- 0
6 .
,0
1
-l
1K = 0
0
4 1 ... 0
-1 0 ... 0
2 -1 ... 0
-1 2 -1
... ..- 1 1
An implicit relation can be obtained between CFL, c / co , wave number k , and the
element size Ax of the Bathe method by substituting Eqs. (3.10)-(3.12) into Eq. (3.6) with
h = Ax and looking into an equation associated with a middle node. The dispersion error
with respect to the wavelength A and the element size used are given in Fig. 3-1. See
Appendix A.3 for discussion of numerical wavelength and phase velocity with respect to
the time step size.
An important point is that there is no CFL number that makes every wave mode have the
same wave speed. This can be demonstrated as follows. After taking Taylor expansion on
the explicit relation between CFL, c/co , k , and Ax with respect to kAx , the
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and
(3.11)
(3.12)
polynomial expression of the relative wave speed error is obtained as
c-c_ 
_ 1 (41CFL2 
- 48)(kAx) 2 + 1 (
CO 1152 13271040 . (3.13)
(28363CFL4 - 59040CFL2 + 6912)(kAx) 4 +0((kAx)6)
From Eq. (3.13), wave modes with kAx <1 can be rendered almost non-dispersive with
CFL = v48 /41; otherwise, it is dispersive for these modes. However, since the shortest
wave length is 2Ax, there are wave modes with kAx >1. For CFL = 148 /41, the wave
modes with shorter wave lengths are dispersive (Fig. 3-1). Therefore, there is no CFL
number which makes all modes non-dispersive.
However, in the Bathe method, the wave modes with At / T > 0.3 are, in essence,
discarded in the total solution (Fig. 2-1 and Chapter 2). Using the definition of the CFL
number, kAx is rewritten as
kAx 2c 1 At (3.14)
,z c CFL T
Therefore, for CFL = 1, since the ratio of numerical wave speed to the exact wave speed
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becomes c / co ~1, it can be seen that wave modes with kAx > 0.6r are not participating
in the total solution (these discarded wave modes are presented in dashed lines in Fig. 3.1
for different CFL numbers). The important point to notice is that, with CFL =1, the Bathe
method provides a numerical solution that is almost non-dispersive by calculating every
participating wave very accurately.
For the Newmark method, using Eqs. (3.10)-(3.12) and (3.8), and looking into an equation
associated with a middle node, the relation between CFL, c / co , wave number k , and the
element size Ax is obtained (Fig. 3-2). After taking Taylor expansion on the relation with
respect to kAx, the following is obtained:
c - cO 1 1 + (1-2a) CFL)(kAx)2 +1 (1+ (-120a+ 10)CFL2
c_ 24 1920 (3.15)
+(-120a + 9 + 720a2)CFL4)(kAx) 4 + 0((kAx)6)
For a =1/ 4, wave modes with kAx <1 become almost non-dispersive with CFL = fI2.
However, wave modes with kAx >1 are dispersive (Fig. 3-2). Therefore, as in the Bathe
method, there is no CFL number that makes the solution from all participating wave modes
non-dispersive; however, unlike the Bathe method, the trapezoidal rule does not eliminate
the dispersive modes from the solution. Hence the solution will generally show a significant
dispersion error, as shown for specific examples in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3-2 Relative wave speed errors of the trapezoidal rule for various CFL numbers
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3.1.2. A dispersion error analysis in the 2D case
The general solution of Eq. (3.1) in 2-D analyses for a plane wave is given by
u = Ae'(cos"O)+kOysi"C")-wO'), and the corresponding numerical solution is
(3.16)x,y k= (kxcos()+kysin()-ot)
Considering a mesh with nodes equally spaced at distance h along both x and y axes
(Ax = Ay = h), the solution of the finite element system at time nAt and location nxh,
nyh becomes
n1At _ -A_ i(knhcos(8 )+knyhsin(9)-orntAt)
nh, nyh
-A ke kh(nx cos(9)+n, sin(0)-n, (CFL)(c/co))
(3.17)
where 0 is the angle from the x-axis at which the wave is propagating.
Similar to the 1 -D case, after substituting the above expression of approximated solution
into the linear multistep formula, and looking into the equation associated with a middle
node, the implicit relation between CFL = c0At / h, c / co , wave number k , and the
element size h is obtained.
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For the four-node element, the row of the global mass matrix corresponding to the middle
node at (x,y) is
h [0...0 1 4 1 4 16 4 1 4 1 0...0]
36
(3.18)
Therefore, the M'U term for the node at (x,y) is
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[16 u+ 4( u x+hj) ± xIi, +h ) (3.19)
+( x-hy-h x+h,y-h x-h,y+h + x+h,y+h u)]
Also, the corresponding row of the global stiffness matrix K is
- [0...0 
-1 -1 -1 -1
3
8 -1 -1 -1 -1 0...O]0
Therefore, the K'U term for the node is
1 t
- [8,' U-(,_h, +x+hy XY-h +Xy+h
Sx-h,y-h x+h,y-h x-h,y+h x+h,y+hU)]
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(3.20)
(3.21)
Using Eqs. (3.17), (3.19), (3.21) and (3.6), we get an implicit relation between
CFL = coAt / h, c /co, wave number k , and the element size h for the Bathe method,
and the results of various propagating angles with CFL = 1 are shown in Fig. (3-a). As in
the 1-D case, no CFL number exists which makes every wave mode have the same wave
speed. After taking Taylor expansion on the explicit relation, we get the following
polynomial expression.
c C-- 1  (96(cs2 9-cos 4 )+41CFL2 
- 48)(kh)2
CO 1152
+ (-46080 cos'0+ 92160cos' 60 (3.22)
13271040
+ (- 3686 -118080 CFL2 ) cos 4 0+(118080 CFL2 - 9216) cos 2 O
+6912 - 59040 CFL2 + 28363 CFL)(kh)4 + o ((kh)6)
Note that for 0= 0, Eqs. (3.13) and (3.22) are equivalent. Also, the dispersion error
depends on the propagating angle, and this is due to the spatial discretization. However, the
Bathe method cuts the highly dispersive parts off effectively with CFL =1 case, where the
largest dispersion error becomes less than 6 % (Fig. 3-3.a).
Interestingly, it was observed that the larger the propagating angle, the lower the dispersion
characteristic curve. A similar trend in 1 -D analysis is observed: the bigger the CFL number,
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the lower the dispersion characteristic curve (Figs. 3-1 and 3-2). Therefore, this trend can
be understood as the waves propagating with non-zero propagating angles behaving as if
they have larger CFL numbers for the given coAt ; in other words, waves propagating with
non-zero propagating angles have shorter effective fundamental length than the element
size h .
This understanding can also be found from Eq. (3.22). For waves with propagating angle
0, the CFL number that makes the least dispersion error can be estimated from the first
term of Eq. (3.22) as CFL 1  - 2 cos 2 0(1 - cos 2 0) . This result indicates that, for a given
mesh, to optimize the performance of the wave propagating in the direction 0, the time
step size At is calculated by holding CFL =1 and by considering the effective fundamental
length as h x ( 1- 2cos2 0(1 - cos2 0)). For example, to obtain the best results when the
wave is propagating at the angle ;r /4, the effective fundamental length is considered to be
h / - and not 42hh.
The dispersion characteristic curves of the Bathe method, with CFL = 1 for various
propagating angles and for various fundamental lengths calculated from various
propagating angles, are given in Fig. 3-3. For each case, the performance of the wave with
the propagating angle that is used for calculation of fundamental length is optimized, and
the difference between the maximum error and the minimum error is about 6%. The
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absolute error is minimized at about 3% when the fundamental length is calculated for a
propagating angle around 0= ;r /7.
For the Newmark method (5=1/2),the dispersion relation is obtained from Eqs. (3.17),
(3.19), (3.21), and (3.6), and the results for the a = 1/4 (trapezoidal rule), CFL = 0.65
case with various propagating angles are shown in Fig. 3-4. The trapezoidal rule also has no
CFL number that can make every wave mode have the same propagating speed. The
polynomial expression from Taylor expansion is
C-C = (2(cos'-cos2 )+1+(1-12a)CFL2)(kh)2
co 24,
+ 1 (-20cos' 9 + 40cos6 + (-16 + (60- 720a)CFL2)cos4 0 (3.23)
5760
+(-4+(720a -60)CFL2)cos2 0 +3+(27+2160a 2 - 360a)CFL4
+ (30 - 360a)CFL2 )(kh) 4 +0((kh) 6 )
The propagating angle also affects the dispersion error in the Newmark method since this
effect comes from the spatial discretization. However, unlike in the Bathe method, the
dispersion errors of shorter wave length wave modes, which can only be poorly calculated,
are participating in the total solution.
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In addition, the effective fundamental length is reduced to about
h x(V1-2 cos 2 0(1- cos2 0)) for the propagating angle 0 , as in the Bathe method. The
dispersion characteristic curves of the trapezoidal rule with CFL = 0.65 for various
propagating angles and for various fundamental lengths calculated from various
propagating angles are shown in Fig. 3-3. For each case, the performance of the wave with
the propagating angle calculated for the fundamental length is optimized, and the difference
between the maximum error and the minimum error is about 17%. The absolute error is
minimized at about 8% when the fundamental length is calculated for a propagating angle
around 0=;r /7.
This Section focused on the dispersion properties of time integration methods. However, it
should be noted that it is also necessary to have good solution accuracy in the calculation of
the participating wave modes for an accurate solution of wave propagation problems.
Hence, time integration methods possessing good spectral radii curves might produce good
dispersion characteristics, although they might not be effective due to the large errors in the
calculation of the low frequency modes, Chapter 2. [3, 4, 58-60].
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3.2. Wave propagation solutions
In this Section, the performance of the Bathe method for wave propagation problems is
presented with the help of several numerical examples. First, a one-dimensional impact
problem is solved, and the effect of the CFL numbers on numerical dispersion properties
and the resulting spurious oscillations are discussed. Then a 2-D transient scalar wave
problem is solved and how propagation direction affects the dispersion properties is
analyzed. Finally, the Lamb's problem is solved using the Bathe method and the trapezoidal
rule, and the numerically calculated results are compared with the analytical solution.
3.2.1. 1-D bar impact
Considering the impact of an elastic bar on a rigid wall problem (Fig. 3-5) where the
governing wave equation is
2u = - aU (3.24)
5x 2  c 2 at 2
where the wave speed co is 5000, the 1-D 2-node elements of size Ax = 0.05 are used to
idealize the elastic bar.
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For the solution, the Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule are used. The CFL numbers
used for the Bathe method are 0.2, 1, %48/41, and 2. For the trapezoidal rule, CFL
numbers 0.65, 1/2, and 2 are used. The corresponding time step sizes are the CFL
numbers multiplied by 10-' for each scheme.
a(t > 0)= I
L
Figure 3-5 1D bar impact problem, co = 5000; applied velocity at left end is 1for time
t > 0; initial displacement and velocity are zero
The calculated responses of the case of the bar with a length of 10 and having 200 elements
are given in Figs. 3-6 to 3-9. As in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2, shorter wave modes in the solution of
both methods move faster than that of the exact wave for CFL = 0.2. Hence, oscillations
mainly occur ahead of the wave front (they also occur behind the wave front) for both
methods with this CFL number. On the other hand, for CFL = 2, shorter wave modes have
slower wave speeds for both schemes; therefore, oscillations occur behind the wave front,
and the slope of the wave front is decreased.
Both methods perform very differently for CFL = 2, while they give very similar solutions
for CFL = 0.2. This difference can be explained by the amount of discarded wave modes in
the Bathe method. For CFL = 2, the range of discarded wave modes in the Bathe method is
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obtained as kAx/zrc2(-1.l)(1/2)(~0.3)=0.33. For CFL = 0.2, no wave modes are
discarded. Therefore, for CFL= 0.2, the dispersion property for both methods is very
similar since they have a similar trend in the dispersion relation (Figs. 3-1 and 3-2). Hence,
the total solutions from each method are also significantly different, since the participating
wave modes are significantly different, although the overall trend of wave speed over the
wave modes is very similar.
An important point to notice is that, for CFL = 1, in the Bathe method only the modes with
almost no wave speed error participate in the total solution; therefore, the solution becomes
almost non-dispersive. Of course, due to the loss of some high frequency modes, the
Fourier truncation error is inevitably increased. However, it is observed that the effect of
this increased truncation error is not significant (e.g., the slope of the wave front is slightly
decreased compared to the results from the trapezoidal rule).
In the case CFL=1, the solution is very accurate for relatively long time simulation, since
the solution in the Bathe method is not dispersive for CFL = 1. The solutions for the bar of
length 100 with 2000 elements of the same size as the previous case are shown in Figs. 3-
10 and 3-11, which show the results from the Bathe method with CFL = 1 and the
trapezoidal rule with CFL = 0.65, respectively. While the solutions from the Bathe method
are very accurate, the results from the trapezoidal rule with CFL = 0.65 show that the
accuracy of the solution becomes decreased as the wave propagates due to its accumulation
of the dispersion error.
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Figure 3-6 Velocity distributions from the Bathe method for various CFL numbers
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Figure 3-7 Velocity distributions from the trapezoidal rule for various CFL numbers
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Figure 3-8 Acceleration distributions from the Bathe method for various CFL numbers
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Figure 3-10 Velocity distributions; blue line - Bathe method (CFL = 1) ; red line -
Trapezoidal rule (CFL =0.65); for various observation times
Note that the CFL numbers 1 and 0.65 are also reported as the ones that give the least
global error norm at a certain observation time for each method [61]. CFL =1 for the
Bathe method is estimated from Fig. 3-1 in this study to yield the least dispersion error in
the total solution. Since, for CFL = 1, the Bathe method gives almost non-dispersive
solutions, it could be expected that the global error measure analysis at any observation
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time gives a very similar optimal CFL number for the Bathe method for the same spatial
discretization strategy.
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Figure 3-11 Acceleration distributions; blue line - Bathe method (CFL = 1);
Trapezoidal rule (CFL =0.65); for various observation times
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3.2.2. 2-D scalar wave propagation
Considering the problem where the field variable u is governed by
a2U a2U 1 a2U
-+ -+ F(0,0, t) = , (3.25)
ax
2  ay2 2 at2
where c is the wave velocity which is set to 1 (Fig. 3-12), the load is given as
F(,0,,t) = 4(1-(2_t)2H(1-t) , t>0 , (3.26)
and H is the Heaviside step function. Only the domain [0,15] x [0,15] is considered
due to symmetry. In addition, since the wave does not propagate to the boundary for the
time considered 13 s, no absorbing boundary conditions are used. Six different meshes with
four-node elements are used to idealize the computational domain. For the solutions, the
Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule are used with CFL numbers 1 and 0.65, respectively.
In the calculations of the CFL numbers, the length of the side of the element is used as the
fundamental length.
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The snapshots of u from the Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule at t =13 for various
meshes are given in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14, respectively. The results show that, for low spatial
discretization density, both methods give spurious oscillations, which are not only from the
dispersion curve of one propagating angle but also from the difference between the curves
of different propagating angles (Figs. 3-3 and 3-4). From the 75 by 75 mesh, however,
accurate solutions are obtained using the Bathe method. On the other hand, in particular for
propagating angles around ;r / 4, the trapezoidal rule gives noticeable spurious oscillations
until the 165 by 165 mesh.
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Figure 3-12 Pre-stressed membrane problem, co = 1,
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The numerical results at propagating angle 0 and ;T / 4 at time t =13 of the 75 by 75
mesh from the both methods are compared with the analytical solution in Figs. 3-15 and 3-
16. The solution at propagating angle zero from the Bathe method is very accurate and
almost non-dispersive; however, it also fails to catch the peak, especially for a . The
trapezoidal rule gives spurious oscillations in both the displacements and the velocities, for
both 0 and 7r / 4, though the solution at angle 7r / 4 gives a less accurate solution. This is
because although the Bathe method cuts the inaccurate wave modes for non-zero
propagating angles, the remaining wave modes are also dispersive (Fig. 3-3). For angle
7r / 4, the maximum wave velocity error in the Bathe method is about 6%.
The dispersion curves and the results of this example indicate that, although the Bathe
method significantly improves the solution, Ax / (A /2) 0.2 is required for the waves
propagating at nonzero angles to the element sides for sufficient accuracy.
3.2.3. 2-D elastic wave propagation
So far, scalar wave propagations problems with a single wave speed have been considered.
The appropriate time step sizes are obtained for each time integration method using the
CFL numbers to minimize the numerical dispersion of the waves with the same phase
velocity. However, many physical problems are characterized by multiple wave speeds. In
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this Section, a Lamb problem is considered, as an example, in which waves are propagating
in a semi-infinite elastic domain in plane strain conditions [23].
Fig. 3-17 describes the problem at hand. The following material properties are used: P-
wave velocity = 3200 m / s, S-wave velocity = 1848 m / s, and Rayleigh wave velocity
= 1671 m/s. The time duration for computing the waves is 0.999 s. Since the P-wave
does not reach the outer boundaries, it is not necessary to incorporate absorbing boundary
conditions. Since the Rayleigh wave profile is the main interest, the time step sizes are
calculated based on the speed of the Rayleigh wave. For the solutions, the Bathe method
and the trapezoidal rule with the CFL numbers 1 and 0.65, respectively, are used.
F(0,0,t)
3200
/
x
7
/ / // / / // /
3200 320
Figure 3-17 A Lamb problem. V =3200, V =1848, V yleig =1671.
placed at x = 640 and x = 1280, computational domain is shaded.
Two receivers are
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xx=640 x=1280
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Two types of load are considered as the external force. First, a Ricker wavelet is used,
which is defined as
F(0,0,t) = -2 x 10 3 x (1 -2;2f2(t to)2 ) exp( 22(t to)2), t > 0, (3.27)
where the central frequency f = 12.5 Hz and to =0.1 s. The solution uses symmetry and
a domain with a mesh of 640x640 four-node elements of side lengths Ax = Ay =5 m. Fig.
3-18 shows the calculated displacements at two receivers that are located at x = 640 m
and x = 1280 m from the source. The numerical solutions using the Bathe method and the
trapezoidal rule, and the analytical solution, are displayed. The numerical solutions using
both methods are in good agreement with the analytical solution.
There are a limited number of wave modes that are excited, since this load type can be well
approximated with only a few harmonic functions. Hence, if a fine mesh is used, so that all
excited wave modes are within Ax /(L /2) 0.2 as done here, both the Bathe method and
the trapezoidal rule give very accurate solutions. The calculated stress field at time
t = 0.9196 is shown in Fig. 3-19. Color bars in Fig. 3-19 indicate the magnitudes of the
von Mises stress.
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Time history of displacement variations in x-direction and y-direction at the
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The the line force is considered next, defined as
F(O, 0, t)= 2 x 103 x [H(o. 15 - t) - 3H(O. 1- t) + 3H(O.05 - t)] , t >0,
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4
(3.28)
U,
where H is the Heaviside step function. Three step functions are used in the load, and this
renders the problem more difficult to solve numerically. The computational domain is now
idealized using a mesh of 1600x 1600 4-node elements of side lengths Ax = Ay = 2 m.
The displacement results at the receivers as a function of time are shown in Fig. 3-20.
These displacements are due to the P- and S- waves and the Rayleigh wave propagating
along the surface, as in the previous load type case. While, as expected, similar errors in the
solution of the P-wave using both the Bathe method and the trapezoidal rule are obtained,
larger spurious oscillations are presented in the solution of the Rayleigh wave predicted
using the trapezoidal rule.
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Figure 3-19 Snapshots of von Mises stress at t = 0.9196 s; Ricker wavelet line load
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The difference in the solution accuracy is also shown when considering the predicted stress
wave fields, as shown in Fig. 3-21. The stress waves using the Bathe method are clearly
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identified, while the solution using the trapezoidal rule shows undesirable spurious
oscillations in various areas.
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Figure 3-21 Snapshots of von Mises stress at t = 0.9196 s; step functions line load
3.3. Concluding remarks
The present Chapter analysed dispersion properties and performance of the Bathe method.
First, it was showed that with an appropriate time step size for a given mesh, the scheme
makes every participating wave accurate that the total solution is almost non-dispersive.
The scheme considerably improves the solution by maintaining accuracy for the wave
modes, which can be captured accurately from spatial discretization, and in essence
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discarding the wave modes, which cannot be captured accurately and therefore result in
spurious oscillations. Since the scheme does not require any additional treatment for wave
propagation problems, it can be used for effective solutions in structural dynamics and
wave propagation in a uniform manner.
While the solutions were significantly improved by considering the usage of time
integration for a given spatial discretization, there was no attempt at improving solutions by
enhancing spatial discretization, in particular for multidimensional problems and problems
with multiple wave speeds. For more reliable solutions in the analysis of wave propagations
in such problems, further research on enhanced spatial discretizations with the Bathe
method would be of value.
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Chapter 4
A new explicit time integration scheme for
wave propagations
This Chapter presents a new explicit time integration scheme for wave propagation analysis.
First, the method is formulated based on its stability and accuracy characteristics; then, the
dispersion properties of the method using 4-node elements in two dimensions are analyzed.
Finally, the solutions of various problems using the central difference method and the
proposed scheme are provided to demonstrate the performance of the scheme in the
analyses of wave propagation problems.
4.1. An explicit time integration scheme
The governing finite element equations in linear analysis take the form of
MU+CU+KU = R , (4.1)
with initial conditions where U and R are the nodal values of the solution and the vector
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of externally applied nodal forces, respectively, and M, C, K are the mass, damping,
and stiffness matrices, respectively. The time integration scheme calculates the solutions at
time t + At, with the predetermined time step size At, and some solution variables
obtained up to time t.
In the proposed explicit scheme, the time step At is considered, consisting of two sub-
steps, as inspired by the Bathe method, to calculate the unknown displacements, velocities,
and accelerations. The time step sizes are pAt and (1- p)At for the first and the second
sub-step, respectively, where p e (0,1).
The first sub-step uses
Mt+pAIU+C+pAI + K'+PA'U = t+pAtR (4.2)
t+PA tU =U + [pAt] tU + -[pAt] 2 1U, (4.3)
2
U+~tt='Ui+ 1[pAt]'U, (4.4)
2
and
t+PAt = t+A +[pAt]'+pAt (4.5)
2
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and in the second step
M'+*U+C'+A'U+K'*AU = t+AtR,
1
t+AtU = t +pAtU + [(1 - p)At] t+A t J + I[( - p)At] 2 /+PAU2
t+At pi = t+rfTi + -[(1 - p)At] ,+pA 1
2
U= 't+AU + [(1- p)At] (qot + q +pA q2 ) ,
U= (1- s)f+'U+ sA
t+At =(1- s) ' +s' +pAt
and p, qO, qj, q2 , and s are parameters to be determined, and the stability and accuracy
characteristics of the method depend on these parameters. The load at the sub-step t+PAtR,
which should be determined based on the given external forces, will be addressed in
Section 4.1.3. The first sub-step can be seen as a central difference method in a predictor-
corrector form, with a balance equation where only velocity is allocated differently. The
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and
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
where
(4.9)
and
(4.10)
(4.11)
second sub-step can be seen as a predictor-corrector form of a method with the same
predictor and corrector for the displacement as in the first sub-step and the same predictor
but with a different corrector, which uses three accelerations for velocity, and with the same
balance equation. The proposed form is inherently explicit with a lumped mass matrix and
a non-diagonal damping matrix. Note that the K'+PNU and K'U terms can be
evaluated by summing over element force vectors rather than calculating stiffness matrices
[1], and the same holds for the damping matrix terms.
4.1.1. Stability and accuracy characteristics
To have second order accuracy, the required relations are
1 1qO +q, +q 2 = -, = -q2 - pq1 , s=-1 (4.12)2 2
for undamped/damped cases. Note that s = -1 is not required for the undamped case,
which is clear from Eqs. (4.2) and (4.6).
With modal decomposition, the method may be expressed as [1]
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Lt +At Axt+Ati k At+At I ['i + La'A'r + Lb '*trt I (4.13)
where A is the integration approximation, and La and Lb are the load operators.
Some of the stability and accuracy characteristics of the method may be analyzed using the
integration approximation matrix.
With relations in Eq. (4.12) and considering an undamped case, the characteristic
polynomial of the integration approximation matrix becomes
A3 -2A,2 + 2 2-A 3 =0, (4.14)
A = 1 l I W2 At22
1
4
p 2q- pq1 +
1-tp)3 4 At 4
where
)4At
2
A 2 = 12+ I pq(2 (4.15)
A 3 = 0 ,
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and o is modal natural frequency. Applying the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria on Eq.
(4.14), the expression for the possible maximum stability limit and the corresponding
condition is obtained as
1
y p(l 
- p)
4(1- p)
1 1
4 2
q 4p 1-
8(1- p) 2 p
Q = coAt.
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
It can be seen that if p = 0.5 and q, = 0, then the stability limit Qs = 4; the method has
the same stability limit as the central difference method for the same computational effort.
The principal eigenvalues of A should remain in the complex domain to represent
oscillatory solutions. Since A3 = 0, there are one zero spurious eigenvalue and two
principal eigenvalues of A as
k12 -4= A, ± A 2 (4.19)
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and
where
The bifurcation points, Q b where the eigenvalues become real, are obtained through
f22 = 2b1 a(l-p)
1
a =- -(l-p)pql;
2
b2,3 a (-p)p
8 =8p(p -1) 2 q + p 2 .
From Eq. (4.17), a >0; hence, there is always a positive real bifurcation point from Qb1.
To maximize the critical time step size, QbI must be equal to the smaller value of Qb2,3
so that the effective bifurcation point becomes the larger value of Qb2,3 with the condition
#8 > 0. This constraint results in
q, = 1-2p
2p(l-p)
Using Eq. (4.22), the bifurcation point and the stability limit are maximized as
2 2
Ob = ; - 2
p (l- p)(3 p -1)
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where
(4.20)
(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)
where 1 / 2 p < 2 / 3 is the required condition, so that the eigenvalues always bifurcate
first. The resulting integration approximation A and the load operators La and Lb are
summarized in Appendix A4.
The value p is expressed using the spectral radius at the bifurcation point, which is
denoted as Pb, as
p =0. 5 if p =1. (4.24)
Hence the value of p can be determined based on PA which represents the amount of
numerical dissipation in the high frequency domain. At this point, the proposed method can
be treated as a one parameter (p orPb) method. Eq. (4.24) gives the range of p for
0 pb l I as 0.5 p 2 - ,2, while p = 0.5 gives pb = 1, resulting in no numerical
dissipation, and p = 2- .jr results in the maximum numerical dissipation the minimum
period error in the proposed method. It is interesting to note that in the Bathe method, the
splitting ratio y which provides the maximum dissipation and minimum period
elongation is also 2 - 42 (see ref. [44] and Appendix Al).
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2 - 42 +2pb
p = Pb ;
The spectral radii of the method for various pb are given in Fig. 4-1. The results show that
for all PA the spectral radii of A equals about 1 until Q - 1 (At / T - 0.16) . This
property is desirable since it may result in high accuracy for the low frequency domain.
Fig. 4-2 shows the period elongation and amplitude decays for various Pb [58-60]. The
figures show the accuracy characteristics of the proposed scheme in the low frequency
domain. The proposed scheme shows very small amplitude decay and (negative) period
elongation for all P .
p(A)
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Figure 4-1 Spectral radii of approximation operator, case =0, of the proposed explicit
method for various values of p; p = 0.5 gives the stability limit Q, = 4 which is twice the
stability limit of the central difference method
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For an explicit method, it is also crucial to maintain the available frequency range as much
as possible while attaining numerical dissipation in the high frequency domain. The
bifurcation limit of the scheme also decreases as PA decreases, as in other dissipative
explicit methods (Fig. 4-1). This may also be observed in Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24). However,
the relative amount of the decrease of available frequency domain in the proposed explicit
method is significantly smaller than those of other methods. For example, the bifurcation
limit Ob of the proposed method changes from 4 to 3.414 when PA changes from one to
zero (from minimum dissipation to maximum dissipation), while Ob of the Tchamwa-
Wielgosz explicit scheme [54] and the method presented by Hulbert and Chung [4] change
from 2 to 1 and from 2 to 1.414, respectively.
The proposed explicit method can be used as a method with one controllable parameter (p
or Pb) that determines the amount of numerical dissipation for the high frequency modes
and has improved range of available frequency. However, in practice it may not be possible
to determine the best controllable parameter in general. Therefore, it is desirable to have a
good suggestion for this parameter for general usage of the method. p = 0.54 is suggested
here for this purpose. With p = 0.54, the proposed scheme possesses very good accuracy
for low frequency responses, which may be seen from the very small period elongation (-
1.08%) and amplitude decay (2.62%) at At / T =0.2. In addition, it has been shown that the
Bathe method eradicates nearly all frequencies in At / T > 0.3, maintaining high accuracy
for the low frequency domain so that surprisingly accurate solutions are obtained in
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preceding Chapters. The proposed explicit method, with p = 0.54, has practically the same
spectral radii as those of the Bathe method until At / T - 0.3 and has smaller spectral radii
from At / T - 0.3 until it bifurcates, where p = 0.451 and Qb = 3.704 (Fig. 4-3).
Hence, with p = 0.54, similar results can be expected from the proposed explicit method
and the Bathe method.
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Figure 4-2 Percentage period elongation
method for various values of p
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Figure 4-3 Spectral radii of approximation operators, case =0, for various methods; for
the proposed explicit scheme, p = 0.54 is used
4.1.2. A dispersion error analysis for 2D case
The present Section analyses the dispersion errors resulting from the spatial discretization
coupled with the temporal discretizations from the proposed explicit method and the central
difference method. For spatial discretization, a mesh of four-node elements is considered.
To analyze the dispersion properties, solutions for the scalar wave propagation governed by
a2U. 
- c2V2U = 0
at2
(4.25)
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1
are used, where u is the field variable and co is the exact wave velocity. The
corresponding finite element system may become [1, 45]
MIUM t+c2KU = 0, (4.26)
where
M(M) = - f dV(' )
4 -'m")
0l
0
0
L0
0 0 01
1 0 0
0 1 0
00 1
(4.27)
and
K(m) = .f) (VHm) )T (VH(M)) dV(m),
and H(m) and U are the element displacement interpolation matrix
displacement values of the solution, respectively, and KC"' and M(m")
and lumped mass matrices for element (m) with volume
and the nodal
are the stiffness
V'"). In the actual evaluation, a
unit thickness in accordance with Eq. (4.25) is used.
From Eqs. (4.13)-(4.15), a linear multistep form of the proposed scheme in modal basis is
obtained as
X+ (-2+At2o 2 +a, At4 4)x + (1+,At4co4)'-Ax = 0 (4.29)
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(4.28)
t+AtX+(-21+ At2A+a At4A2)X +(I+ plAt4A2)t- X =0,
1 2
a=-p2
Here, x is a modal degree of freedom,
1 3
2
52 1
±-p -p+-.
4 4
X is the corresponding modal degrees of
freedom vector, o is the natural frequency of a mode, and A is the corresponding
diagonal matrix listing all O .
Modal analysis is considered in Eq. (4.26), and the resulting eigenproblem becomes
c 2M-,pK: = (DA, (4.32)
where the columns in D are the eigenvectors of corresponding eigenvalues in A and the
nodal values of the solution U equals (DX. In addition, from Cayley-Hamilton theorem,
the eigenvectors of M-' K are the same as those of (M-' ,K) 2 , and the eigenvalues oflump lm
(M-' K) 2 are the square of those of M-',K. Consider a mesh with nodes equally spaced
at distance h along both x- and y-axes (Ax = Ay = h), and using the definition of
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or
where
(4.30)
(4.31)
c0AtCFL = ,h
the linear multistep from of the proposed scheme in Eq. (4.30) can be
rewritten in the physical domain as
'U + (-21+CFL2K + aCFL4 K2 )tu + (I+ CFL4 K 2 )t-U = 0 . (4.33)
For the central difference method [1], the linear multistep form in modal basis is obtained
as
t+At x + (-2+At22 )tx + '~x = 0 (4.34)
or, equivalently in the physical domain the linear multistep form, becomes
U+ (-21 +CFL2K)tU + t-"TU = 0 . (4.35)
From Eqs. (4.33) and (4.35), the added feature in the proposed method can be seen as the
use of the second order term, (M-' K)2 in linear multistep form.
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The general solution of Eq. (4.25) for a plane wave in 2-D analyses has the form
u = Ae'(koxcos(O)+kOysin(O-'"Ot) , where qo is the exact frequency of the wave mode and
ko = coo / co is the corresponding exact wave number. The numerical solution takes a
general form
u = Ak' 1kcos(9)+kysin(9)-cot) 4.36)
where o, k = C / c , and 0 are the numerical frequency, the corresponding wave number,
and the propagating angle from the x-axis, respectively. Since the numerical wave speed c
is different from the exact wave co and it is a function of the wave number, this difference
results in the numerical dispersion error. In addition, the amplitude decay in time
integration schemes results in the decrease of the amplitude of the calculated wave.
Considering a regular mesh with nodes equally spaced at distance h along both x- and y-
axes (Ax = Ay = h), the solution of the finite element system at time nAt and location
nxh , nyh is
nEAt = (kn,hcos(O)+kn,hsin(9)-conAt )
nh, nh k
=Ak ekh(n, cos(9)+ny sin(6)-n, (CFL)(c/co))
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After substituting the above expression into the linear multistep formulae in Eqs. (4.33) and
(4.35) , and looking at the equation corresponding to the middle node of a patch of elements,
which consists of sixteen square finite elements for Eq. (4.33) and of four finite elements
for Eq. (4.35), a relation is obtained between CFL = coAt / h, c / co, the wave number k,
and the element size h for the proposed method and for the central difference method.
Note that the corresponding K'U term for the middle node at (x,y) is
1
3[8 Xu -(x±h, Y± 1 + u +X±hx±h,yu h)](
and the corresponding term from K2'tU is
1 t
-[ 72 tu-12( U+ xy±h x h,y hU9 X . (4.39)
+ 3 ( 2 , xtyu) + 2 ( x ±2h,y±h + x±h,y±2hU) x± 2h,y±2hU
To analyze the effect of the CFL number on numerical dispersion error, the case for zero
propagating angle is first considered. Figs. 4-4 and 4-5 show that as the CFL number
increases (i.e., as the time step size become close to the critical time step size), the
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dispersion error is minimized for both the proposed method and the central difference
method. As is well known, for CFL =1, the central difference method provides no
dispersion error for all wave modes.
For the proposed method, the wave modes in At / T > 0.3 are effectively discarded in the
numerical solution by the numerical damping, as in the Bathe method (see Section 2.1 and
[1]). Therefore, for CFL = 1.85, the wave modes with kAx >2 are, in essence, not
participating in the total solution. As a result, with CFL = 1.85, the dispersion error in the
total solution is reasonably small.
However, we should note that, in actual practical analyses, the wave will travel in all
directions across elements, and it is crucial to have good dispersion accuracy for all
propagating angles. Fig. 4-6 and 4-7 show the dispersion error curves for various
propagating angles of the proposed method with CFL = 1.85 and of the central difference
method with CFL =1. The dispersion errors in both methods increase as the propagating
angle is increased.
The important point is that the characteristics of the proposed method also hold for the
multidimensional case. Due to its damping properties, the dispersion error in the proposed scheme
is well limited, as in the 1 -D case, while the errors in the central difference method become notably
increased. Hence, the solution from the central difference method will generally show a significant
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dispersion error due to its large errors in the high frequency wave modes for multidimensional
analysis.
It is interesting to note that the effect of the increasing propagating angle on the dispersion
error curves in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7 is similar to those of the decreasing CFL number in Figs.
4-4 and 4-5. Hence larger angles of propagation result in the errors in the same way that
smaller CFL numbers do. This is the opposite of the results in implicit methods with the
consistent mass matrix. The difference can be explained by the opposite dispersion
characteristics of the lumped mass matrix and the consistent matrix, and period elongations
in implicit methods and period shortening in explicit methods. An important point is that
larger angles of propagation have the same effect as using a smaller time step size for the
time integration method in usage of explicit time integration methods with the lumped mass
matrix. Therefore, if the time step size is set based on the zero propagating angle, then the
stability condition is satisfied for the all propagating angles.
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4.1.3. Selection of load magnitude at substep
This Section analyses how the proposed time integration scheme interprets external forces
defined at discrete time points. For this purpose, Eq. (4.26) is considered, which can be
expressed as n (the number of degree of freedom) decoupled equations in the modal basis
as
.+ a)x = r. (4.40)
Since the time integration of a coupled system and of the corresponding decoupled system
with the same time integration yield the same solution, instead of the time integration on Eq.
(4.26), the time integration is considered in n decoupled equations, Eq. (4.40).
After rearranging and taking an integral over the time domain from t
we obtain
to t2 in Eq. (4.40),
Sr-w2x) dt = 2dt
(r- 2)dt= d.
(4.41)
(4.42)
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or
In the first sub-step, considering the time step from
approximated, using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), as
ft+pAt(r 
- 2x) dt 1st substep
= 1 pt ('+'x'^'t).
2
Note that here the integral sign indicates the numerically approximated integration by the
time integration scheme. Using the equilibrium, Eq (4.40) at time point t and t + pAt,
and from the fact that the Eq. (4.42) holds for general loading and trajectory, the
approximated numerical impulse is obtained as
I t+pAl r dt
1st substep 2
pAt ('r + lA'r, (4.44)
where r^ is the modal load at time t + pAt corresponding to the load R in Eq. (4.2).
Similarly, the numerically approximated impulse in the second sub-step is obtained as
f t+AtJ r dt
t+pAt 2nd substep
=(1-p)At (q 0tr+(q, +-) '+r^'q 2 '+^r.
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(4.43)
(4.45)
t to t +pAt , Eq. (4.42) is
Therefore, from Eqs. (4.44) and (4.45), and using the relations in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.22), the
proposed scheme approximates the impulse as
ft+At r t=At -p2 +3p-1 'r + P t+ p 'r 4.6
dt prop. scheme = 2 - r+ P +pt j (4.46)
In general, external loads can be defined/sampled at discrete time points only, and these
values can be used for the external forces at the end of each time step in direct time
integration methods. If external loads are given at time t and t+ At as tr and "tr ,
then the numerical impulse approximated by the trapezoidal rule gives the most accurate
approximation in general. This numerical impulse is accomplished with the proposed
method by setting the sub-step load as
?= (1- p)'tr + p't'Ar , (4.47)
which corresponds to the mean value and integrates the load by the trapezoidal rule over
the time step. For smooth loads, the actual value of the load at time t + p At can also be
used. Note that a similar analysis for the Bathe implicit method shows that' for rapidly
varying loads the mean value of the loads at times t and t + At is also best used.
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Table 4-1 Step-by-step solution using the proposed method for linear analysis with general loading
A. Initial calculation
6. Form stiffness matrix K, lumped mass matrix M, and damping matrix C
7. Initialize 'U, 't and .U
8. Select time step At and p (= 0.54) and calculate integration constants a:
l-2p 1 1
q= ;2 q2 =--pq; qO=-q 1 -q 2 +-; ao=:pAt;2p(l - p) 2 2
al = I (pAt)2; a2 - au ; a3= - pAt ; a4= - (( - p)At2;
2 2 2
1
a5= Oa3; a6 - 1+(-+ q)a3 ; a7 = q2a 3 ;2
B. For each time step:
<First sub-step>
5. Calculate displacements and effective loads at time t + pAt:
t+PAtUU+a +a'
R = (1 -p)'R+p'+R
t+pAt R t+pAt R _ Kt+PAU - C U i + a t)
6. Solve for accelerations at time t + pAt :
Mt+pN =t+PAI
7. Calculate velocities at time t + pAt :
t+PAtU 'U + a 2 (t +'+pittj)
<Second sub-step>
4. Calculate displacements and effective loads at time t + At:
t+AtU _ t+PAtU+a t+PAt + a t+pat
t+At t+AtR - Kt+'U -- t+pAt + a 3 P )
5. Solve for accelerations at time t + At:
Mt+AtU t+A
6. Calculate velocities at time t + At:
t+Ati = +PAt t+ a'O+a6 't + 'a7 t+At
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The resulting procedure of the proposed explicit method for linear systems is summarized
in Table 4-1. Note that comparing the number of operations needed per step when damping
is neglected, that in using the proposed scheme, as in the central difference method,
evaluation of the elastic nodal forces corresponding to given displacements requires the
largest proportion of the computational cost. Hence, using the CFL number = 1.85 for the
proposed scheme, the computational effort is near that of using the central difference
method.
4.2. Wave propagation solutions
In this Section, the solutions of some wave propagation problems using the proposed
scheme are presented. A 2-D transient scalar wave propagation and then a Lamb problem
with two types of external loadings are considered.
4.2.1. 2D scalar wave propagation
Considering a pre-stressed membrane for which the governing equation is
0 2u a 2u 1 a 2u
+ + F(0,0,t) = ,(4.47)
x 2 +Y2 C t2
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where u is the transverse displacement and co is the wave velocity, here set to 1.0, the
load is given as
(4.48)
where H is the Heaviside step function. Only the domain [0,11] x [0,11] is discretized
due to symmetry, and no absorbing boundary conditions are employed since the wave does
not propagate to the boundary for the solution time considered (Fig. 4-8).
/ / / / /1 /
y
F(0,0, t)
x
22
Figure 4-8 Pre-stressed membrane problem,
zero, computational domain is shaded
co = 1, initial displacement and velocity are
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Figure 4-9 Snapshots of displacements at t = 9.25, Central Difference method, CFL = 1
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Figure 4-12 Velocity variations along the various propagating angles, at time t = 9.25,
88 x 88 element mesh
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The CFL numbers used for the proposed explicit method and the central difference method
are 1.85 and 1, respectively. In the calculation of the CFL numbers, to satisfy the stability
criteria in each case, the length of the sides of the elements is used as the fundamental
length.
Snapshots of the solution variable u, calculated using the central difference method and the
proposed scheme at t = 9.25 for various meshes are shown in Figs. 4-9 and 4-10. It is
observed that, using a coarse mesh, both methods give spurious oscillations. The solution
accuracy of the central difference method is still not good with the 176 x 176 element mesh;
however, the proposed method gives a reasonably accurate solution using the 88 x 88
element mesh.
The numerical results at angles 0 and ;r / 4 at time t = 9.25 using the 88 x 88 and
132 x 132 meshes are compared with the corresponding analytical solution in Figs. 4-11 to
4-14. Noticeable spurious oscillations are presented in the solution of the central difference
method. The solution for u using the proposed method is reasonably accurate using either
mesh; however, a significant solution error is seen in the peak value of z when using the
88 x 88 mesh. Also, at the angle 7r / 4, solution errors for the response are large, and these
are well explained given Figs. 4-6 and 4-7.
Numerical results indicate that, while the proposed method significantly improves the
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solution, a high accuracy in the prediction of the velocity requires AX /(A / 2) 0.2. In fact,
the proposed explicit method behaves quite similar to the Bathe implicit method, while the
central difference method behaves similar to the trapezoidal rule [45].
4.2.2. Wave propagations in a semi-infinite elastic domain
This Section considers a Lamb problem, where waves are propagating in a semi-infinite
elastic domain in plane strain conditions, as described in Fig. 4-15. Here, the P-wave
velocity = 3200 m/s, S-wave velocity = 1848 m/s, and the Rayleigh wave velocity
= 1671 m/s. No absorbing boundary conditions are employed since the time duration for
computing the waves is 0.999 s so that the P-wave does not reach the outer boundaries.
F(O,0,i)
3200
/-/
x
/7/ / 7/ // / 7// /
3200 3200
7
-1
Figure 4-15 A Lamb problem.
placed at x = 640 and x = 1280
modeled
V = 3200, V =1848, Vp~ayleigh = 1671 ; two receivers are
using symmetry only the right side of the domain is
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x-640 x=1280
The CFL numbers used for the proposed explicit method and the central difference method
are 1.85 and 1, respectively. In the calculation of the CFL numbers, the length of the sides
of the elements is used as the fundamental length, and the fastest wave, the P-wave, is used
to satisfy the stability condition.
First, a Ricker wavelet line force is considered which is defined as
F(0,0, t)= -106 x (1 -2-r22(t to)2 )exp(-,r2f2(t - to)2), t > 0 (4.49)
with the frequency f = 12.5 Hz and to = 0.1 s . Only the right side of the domain in Fig.
4-15 is meshed using 1280x640 4-node elements of side lengths Ax = Ay =5 m due to the
symmetry. Two observers at x = 640 m and x = 1280 m from the source measure the
calculated displacements, and the results are shown in Fig. 4-16. The analytical solution
and the numerical solutions using either the proposed method or the central difference
method are in good agreement, as expected.
Next, the line force is considered, defined as
F(0,0, t) =106 x[H(.15-t)-3H(0.1-t)+3H(0.05-t)] , t > 0. (4.50)
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Figure 4-16 Time history of displacement variations in x-direction and y-direction at the two
receivers on the surface; Ricker wavelet line load
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The applied line load consists of three step functions; hence, many wave modes are excited,
which renders the problem more difficult to solve. The computational domain is now
meshed with 3200x1600 4-node elements of side lengths Ax=Ay=2m . The
displacements at the two receivers are shown in Fig. 4-18. While both time integration
methods show spurious oscillations, the predicted response using the proposed method is
remarkably more accurate.
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Figure 4-17 Snapshots of von Mises stress at t = 0.9828 s; Ricker wavelet line load
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Figure 4-18 Time history of displacement variations in x-direction and y-direction at the two
receivers on the surface; line load of step functions
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The predicted stress wave fields show the difference in the solution accuracy more clearly,
as shown in Fig. 4-19. The proposed method provides the predicted stress waves very
accurately, while the solution using the central difference method shows undesirable
spurious oscillations in various areas.
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(a) Central difference m-ethod
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Figure 4-19 Snapshots of von Mises stress at t = 0.9828 s; line load of step functions
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4.3. Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter, an explicit time integration method for the analysis of wave propagations
was proposed. We first focused on formulating the method to significantly improve the
solution using its property of suppressing undesirable spurious oscillations while
maintaining high accuracy for low frequency responses. In addition, to minimize the
additional computational cost, the maximization of the bifurcation limit has been
considered as a critical design requirement. The characteristics of the proposed explicit
method were analysed, with emphasis on the selection of the CFL number for optimal
accuracy.
The performance of the proposed method in solving wave propagation problems was
demonstrated relative to the widely used central difference method by solving numerical
examples. The proposed explicit method provides significantly more accurate solutions
than the central difference method by calculating the participating wave modes accurately,
so that the dispersion errors in the total solution are reasonably small. As in the Bathe
method, the wave modes that cannot be spatially represented are effectively discarded and,
therefore, do not result in the spurious oscillations that are found when using the central
difference method and the trapezoidal rule. In addition, the load at the sub-step is used in
such a way that the numerical impulse from the external load is well approximated and,
thus, the solution accuracy is further improved.
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To solve a wave propagation problem, a good spatial discretization is also important. In this
Chapter, only the linear element in uniform meshes is considered in order to focus on the
basic characteristics of the time integration scheme. Theoretical and numerical studies of
the behavior of the proposed method when using higher-order element discretizations and
distorted meshes would be of value.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The present thesis first presented the capabilities of the Bathe method with some insight
into the use of the time integration method for effective solutions in structural dynamics
and wave propagations.
The Bathe method has resulted in remarkably accurate solutions by giving responses
similar to a mode superposition analysis in both structural dynamics and wave propagation
problems. In particular, the ability of this scheme to practically eliminate high frequency
modes that cannot be spatially resolved and to accurately integrate those modes that can be
spatially resolved, results in relatively small dispersion error. This thesis focuses on the
linear analysis of structural systems; nevertheless, the conclusions reached are also valid in
nonlinear analysis.
With the experience and knowledge from the analysis of the Bathe method, a new explicit
time integration method was proposed for the analysis of wave propagation problems. The
scheme was formulated using a sub-step within a time step to achieve desired numerical
damping to suppress undesirable spurious oscillations of high frequencies. The load at the
sub-step is chosen for good accuracy. With the optimal CFL number of 1.85, the method
uses about 10% more solution effort than the standard central difference scheme while
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significantly improving the solution accuracy and allowing direct inclusion of a non-
diagonal damping matrix.
Regarding future research, the possible usage of the Bathe method and the proposed
explicit method with higher-order element discretizations and distorted meshes would be
useful areas of study for achieving more effective solutions.
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Appendix
A.1 Effect of splitting ratio, 'Y in the Bathe method
In this Section, to study the effect of splitting ratio, -, on the stability and accuracy
characteristics, we obtain the spectral radii curves, and the period elongations and the
amplitude decays for various -. The Bathe method uses the following relations with
equilibrium at time t + - At and at t + At.
t+-fAt - t=' + t+)AtQ
2
t+-Att 
-C tU + C. t+-iAtU + C t UAtU
(A1.1)
(A1.2)
(A1.3)
t+Atj _ t + C9 t+(AtQ + C t+AtU (A1.4)
1 - / - -2
A t ( ' ( - ) At (A1.5)
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methods. The fraction factor - is given in the parentheses.
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With any given 2 value, the Bathe method shows sufficiently good stability and accuracy
characteristics. Interestingly, as - goes to 2 - , the method maximizes the amplitude
decays and minimizes the period elongation. In the spectral radii curves, we see that as 2
goes to 2 - \/2, the curve drops fast.
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A.2 On the solution of the Bathe method for a model problem
A.2.1 Desired solution : mode 1 + static correction
The desired solution becomes
0 A:= (i'+ six) + s52 (A2.1)
(A2.2)+= 41 X 1 - s12
where ST_ indicates the static correction and it can be obtained as
K sU = AR = R - r1 M (>1I
DKT sX = I R - DT(r M)
(A2.3)
(A2.4)
where r1 ~ k2 sin wp t. Eq. (2.16) gives
[0 02 II2i I -(kl/k,) sik1, sillWP t ] 0Ak1 SillW)t I (A2.5)
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Therefore,
sT'i I 0 (A2.6)
(A2.7)S 1 .2 ~" Sil wI, t
~2 2 -X + sill Wp> t
Us ~ x1 - ~sil WI, t
(A2.8)
(A2.9)
and the velocities and the accelerations are obtained by taking time derivative of above
equations.
A.2.2 Solution from the Bathe method
In modal basis, the relations in the Bathe method are
t+At/2 . + t+At/2 )
='i - h1  + 4 ( . i,.)4
t+At/2. =' + A (' i + f+At/2:1:)4
= 1 -4 tAt/2"+ t+At
A+t A t. A t
(A2.10)
(A2.l 1)
(A2.12)
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-~ t 4-i L t +At/2 + t+-'
At At At (A2. 13)
and for each mode shape, the structural dynamic equations at t + At/2 and I + At are
t+At/2, + W2 t+At/2x =+At/2r
t+At, + W2 t+t, Atr
(A2.14)
(A2.15)
Using Eqs. (A2. 10) ~ (A2.15), we obtain the solutions of the Bathe method for i-th mode
shape as
' + x =
1
(16 + w2Jt 2 ) (9 + w2 I t2) (t+AtrtA4 ' v
2
-5 1'. At3 ,12 (16 t+Atr + 28 (t+At/2,r + t *) - 19 ?w2)
+At 2 + 144 (At 'i + 'x)) (A2.16)
1
(16 + t,2'At 2 ) (9 + tt2;At 2 ) .(w1Y2 (3 t+Atr + 2 ,. - 4 t+'At/2 1. - 4 ') AtO
-47 Atw'Ki + (48 t+6tir + 48 t+Zt/2r - 96 w tx + 48 tJ:) At + 144% )t
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t+ At
B Al
(A2.17)
1At=((5 ZAVtI -+19 At 2 t.) w,4
BM = (16 +w2At 2 ) (9 + w2At 2 )
+ ((-28 t+At/2r - 28 t .1 + 9 t+At r) At 2 - 144 At t. - 144 '.) 2 + 144 t+At1 .)
where x = x; , w = w, and r = r, for the i-th mode shape.
Therefore, the solutions become
t4_' = t 2  ± 'At t+Z I
BA! 03 BA! 1 . B! x2
BA- 11  = I + B ''2
t+st _t+st . 2 t+AtBA! 11 B4 A BA!
A
BA! U - BA! X 1. BA 24:1
'j1d' 2 +A t i'i+ $\22
SAt3 B t 1
BA I3 BA!
~ , B A41BAI
(A2.18)
(A2.19)
(A2.20)
(A2.21)
(A2.22)
(A2.23)
(A2.24)
A.2.3 Comparisons
In Chapters 2 and 3, the Bathe method gives the solutions like in a mode superposition
analysis, includes only the physical modes together with the static correction resulted from
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the artificial high frequency response. In other words, the Bathe method effectively treats
the responses from high frequency mode as if it is from the static correction.
Also, we observed that the Bathe method immediately does this desired behavior in
displacement and velocity (in acceleration, it needs one more step.) We show this
characteristic by comparing the explicit expressions of the solutions from the Bathe method
and of the desired solution (model + SC). Here, we consider the solution from second
mode of our model system at time At.
1) Displacement
The time step size, At is set to capture the physical modes, therefore, for the high
frequency mode the ratio of At to the period of the high frequency mode is
At
Tit ig /I
(A2.25)
Or,
whig, At > 1 (A2.26)
With Eq. (A2.26), the solution from the Bathe method, Eq. (A2.16), becomes
't 'x = A t ' At +% O( 2)
t +At2 1BM 9 ~+W2
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(A2.27)
Since r2 = kI sin W, t, at time point At, Eq. (A2.27) becomes
(A2.28)It ~ sin w At
while the desired static correction solution at time At is
,X2 ~ Sill W At (A2.29)
Therefore, the solution from the Bathe method for displacement is very close to the
displacement of the static correction for the high frequency mode.
2) Velocity
Similarly, the solution from the Bathe method for velocity, Eq. (A2.17), becomes
t3t+Ar1 At 
9 + W9/A=
4 t+At/21 W2At
(9 + W2 At 2 ) (l +1 W2 Al 2)
1
+( A1) (A2.30)
Using r2 = ki sin wI t, Eq. (A2.30) can be rewritten at time point At as
3 sin(w, At) 4 sin(1/2w,, At)
At At
5 . 23
=W - 5 WAt2+ -3 W5At 4 +O(At 5 )
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BAI -- (A2.30)
(A2.3 1)
The exact expression of the desired static correction solution at time At is
Lz2 = w, cos w, At
and its Taylor expansion is
-2 W
as's2 o )J-) At2 1+ w9 At 4 + O(AtG)
Therefore, the solution from the Bathe method for velocity is very close to the velocity of
the static correction for the high frequency mode.
3) Acceleration
Similarly, the solution from the Bathe method for acceleration, Eq. (A2.18), for the high
frequency mode can be expressed as
t+'2 =t .. , ( zW.4 At3
= (9 + W2 At 2 )(16 + W2 At 2 ) B W2
+9 Art,1. W2 At 2 - 28 At/ 2r W2 At2 )
And the desired static correction solution at time At is
At = -W sill W At
'. P~ P
- ) + 6 6
+ 19 B311-" W2
(A2.34)
17
-2 At OA" (A2.35)
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(A2.32)
(A2.33)
i
At the time point At, since m212 and saX: are zero, Eq. (A2.35) becomes
At 2 5 wl)
B AAt
11 ~
-
IW
12 )
13 .
19 WD At 3 +O(At 4 )192P
and it is not similar to the Eq. (A2.35) due to the first term; therefore, the solution at the
first time point from the Bathe method is not accurate and the method provides the
undershoot.
However, at the time point 2 At , since BdiL sin w, At and B'2 ~ cos W1 At,
the solution at the second time step becomes
233 At
~ 12 P
191
192 P
281 wAt5 + O(At7 )
161280 )
while the static correction solution at time 2 At is
2A = 2-w s
4 3 4
=-2w At+--wsAtp j At +O(At6 )
3 15 1 tj+OA
Therefore, from the second time point, the solution from the Bathe method for acceleration
is sufficiently close to the acceleration of the static correction for high frequency mode.
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(A2.36)
(A2.37)
(A2.38)
A.3 On numerical wavelength and phase speed with respect
to the time step size
Recall our general form
(A3.1)' u = Ak e -i(kx -t)
We now consider a regular mesh with nodes equally spaced Ax apart along the x axis, then
the solution to the finite element system at time nAt and location nAx can be rewritten
as
u =A i e(knAx-on,AI)
nxAx k
kI2,rn ( 1 -T (A3.2)
=Ak e To F T)
All variables with 0 subscript indicate the exact value. For the 2-node element, with a
similar procedure in Chapter 3, we obtain the relations between the values of the CFL
number, At / To, 2 / 4 and To / T for the Bathe method and the Newmark method.
Note that using the measured period elongation, which is function of At / To, we express
the error in the wave length with respect to At / To and CFL (Figs. A3-1 and A3-2).
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A-A,)
Figure A3-1
A-All
Figure A3-2
Note that, for the both methods, with the CFL number which makes the solution least
dispersive, the curve of the wavelength error is almost the same with the period elongation
curve. Since =AT ---- =1, with these CFL numbers when At / To <1,
c0 A. T
the results are
well understood.
We also can check the above observation from the approximated expression of wavelength
error. For At / To <1, the wavelength error are estimated as
(Bathe method)
A-.0
T-T
TO
x2
--- (13-
96
16 T LAt
2)- CFLT T1
2 4
+O I (A3.3)
(Newmark method)
A.-A _ T-T ; 2
To 6
(2- 1 T At
CFL T (To
j24
)+0(At )+ OTKLKf
Also, the results show that with the given time step size, smaller finite element reduces the
error in the wavelength.
We also can express Eq. (A3.2) as
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(A3.4)
nA =k i(kn,Ax-o)nAt)
nAx
-cA To I
=Ak e T0o c T CFL
(A3.5)
n, TO
Therefore, we obtain the dispersion error in terms of time step size At (Figs. A3-4 and
A3-5). In particular, Fig. A3-4 may show accuracy characteristic of remained wave modes
in the Bathe method.
The approximated expressions for dispersion error with respect to the time step size are
obtained as
(Bathe method)
C-C 0  - f2
co 96
(13- 16
CFL2
T> 2 (At 2
T To
(Newmark method)
2 4
C-C 7r )2 1 T At At
=L(22-I) +0
co 6 CF2 T To TO
Note that Eqs. (A3.6) and (A3.7) can also be derived from Eqs. (A3.3) and (A3.4).
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approximation
proposed method
Using the relations in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.22), we obtain an expression for the integration
approximation A load operators L. and Lb of the proposed explicit method as
[a11
A = a21
La =
L At
2p
0
a 12  a 13
a22  a 23
a 32 a 3 3 _
1
-(p-1)
(I
Qo2 + (-2 + p) fo
+ Q0((I / 2)QO + 4)p 3 - 2Q0 ((1 / 4)QO +)p2
At2
S2 (p-)2
(A4.1)
(A4.2)
I
where
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(A4.3)
A.4 Integration operatorsand load of the
al= ((-(1/2)p±(1/2)p2)Q 03 +(p 2 -2)O02 +(1 +(-8+4p) 2 ) +24) (A4.4)
a12 = - (-(1 /2)p +(1 / 2)p2 ) 03 + +(-+ p 2 _ p) 02  + H(-4+2p) 2 )Qo +2) (A4.5)
a13 =-- (1+ ((l / 2)p - (I / 2))00 + (-2 + p) 00) (A4.6)
a = At rp 5QGo4 +2p 5 3_ + - p 2 3 3 (A4.7)
21 8p +4pQ 0 -16p 3 2 Q20 2 _8 0 p 2 +4 p 2 +2Q 02 p 2 +8Q 00p -12p +4
a 22  1 -P4 + p 3 ) 04 -2{ p 2 (-1+ p 2 P) 0 3  (A4.8)
4p + (8 p2 - 4p'3 2 -2p)Q0 2 -4 (-p+ p 2 +1) 0Q+4p
a23 - - ( + 0 ((1/2))0 + )p 3 +(1-(1/2) 0 "2 -240 )p 2 -p) (A4.9)
a3 = (2+(p2 -p)Q)0 2 ±4(p-IQO)At2p (A4.10)
a32 = (2+(p2 -p)Q0 2 +2 (p-1)Qo) (A4.1 1)
a33 1+ -(p -1) 02  (A4.12)2
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